A Landmark Event: Shretunjay Aadinath Mahima Mohatsav

Shretunjay Aadinath Mahima Mohatsav took place at the foothills of Palitana from May 20-22, 2016. It was a landmark event in the history of our Jain Shasan where sixteen Gachadhipatis, several Aacharya Bhagvants and hundreds of Munis participated at the Mohatsav. The goal of this event was Palitana Tirth Raksha which was sponsored by the team JYOT. This was a trilateral event where team JYOT, Anandji Kalyanji Pedhi and the Gujarat government worked closely to make it a once-in-a-life-time-event in Palitana!

Anandiben Patel, Chief Minister of Gujarat announced over Rs. 300 crores (approx USD 44 M) worth of schemes for the upliftment of Palitana and Bhavnagar.

Here are few pictures of the Mahotsav and Bhagwan Adinath Panch Kalyanak exhibit: